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REPORT ON ATTENDANCE AT THE LX COSAC PLENARY MEETING
Vienna, Austria, 18-20 November 2018
COSAC, the Conference of Parliamentary Committees for Union Affairs is the principal forum for
co-operation between committees of national parliaments dealing with European Union Affairs.
COSC Plenary Meetings are held twice yearly and normally take place in the country holding
the Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The LX COSAC Plenary took place
Vienna, Austria, 18-20 November 2018.
The Joint Committee on European Union Affairs was represented Deputy Bernard Durkan
(Head of Delegation), Senator Gerard Craughwell and Senator Neale Richmond. The
delegation was accompanied by Heidi Lougheed, Clerk to the Committee. Cait Hayes, the
Houses of the Oireachtas Permanent Representative in Brussels also attended.
The COSAC Plenary Meeting was chaired by Mr Rheinhold Lopatka, Chair of the Permanent
Subcommittee on EU Affairs of the Austrian National rat and Mr Christian Buchmann, Chair of
the EU Committee of the Austrian Bundesrat.
The keynote speakers included:
•

Wolfgang Sobotka, President of the National Council

•

Inge Posch-Gruska, President of the Federal Council

•

Karoline Edtstadler, State Secretary, Federal Ministry of the Interior

•

Danuta Hubner, Chair of the Committee on Constitutional Affairs (AFCO) of the
European Parliament

•

Sir William Cash, Chair of the European Scrutiny Committee, House of Commons

•

Lord Timothy Boswell of Ayn ho, Chair of the EU Select Committee, House of Lords

•

Maros Sefcovic, Vice-President of the European Commission for Energy Union

•

Monika Langthaler, R20 Regions of Climate Action, Director R20 Austrian World
Summit

•

Josef Moser, Federal Minister of Constitutional Affairs, Reforms, Deregulation and
Justice

•

Mairead McGuinness, First Vice-President of the European Parliament
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE COSAC MEETING

Sunday 18 November 2018
An Official Dinner was hosted by Mr Reinhold Lopatka, Chair of the Permanent Subcommittee
on EU Affairs of the National Council and Mr Christian Buchmann, Chair of the EU Committee of
the Federal Council at the Wiener Rathauskerrer for all of the delegations.

Monday 19 November 2018
The meeting was opened by Reinhold Lopatka, who welcomed delegates, in particular new
Chairs of Committees.
The President of the Austrian Nationalrat, Wolfgang Sobotka , gave the first of the opening
addresses. In his address, President Sobotka drew attention to the growing importance of the
parliamentary dimension of international politics, the important role of the European Union in
supporting the Western Balkans, the significance of the draft agreement for the withdrawal of
the UK from the EU, the increasing visibility of climate change as a policy challenge, and the
importance of bringing policy decisions close to citizens. In looking to how to close the gap with
citizens, President Sobotka mentioned the recent conference hosted by the Austrian Presidency
on subsidiarity.
In the second of the opening statements, the President of the Austrian Bundesrat, Inge PoschGruska, welcomed all participants and underlined the importance of exchanging information
and of constructive cooperation and dialogue between delegates of different Parliaments. The
President made a number of points about the ongoing work of the Austrian Presidency on
subsidiarity including drawing reference to the seriousness with which her own Chamber took
the principle and how active it was in conducting subsidiarity checks. She emphasized that
bringing the EU closer to the citizen meant making the EU more transparent which would give it
a greater capacity to act.
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Procedural Issues
•

The draft Agenda was adopted without amendment.

•

The Presidency informed the Conference that the Troika meeting had agreed on a
compromised text for the Draft Contribution and Draft Conclusions - which were
circulated.

•

The 30th Bi-annual Report of COSAC was presented to the Conference. The Report had
focused on the role of national parliaments in ensuring transparency and bringing the EU
closer to its citizens, climate policy and the energy union, and the state of play of Brexit.

•

The Presidency presented the details of the letters that it had received and responses
given. The Chair of the Committee on European Affairs and Oversight of the European
Funds of the Bulgarian Parliament, Kristian Vigenin, formally withdrew his request for the
COSAC Rules of Procedure to be revised in order to allow for the invitation to COSAC of
two representatives of parliaments from EU potential candidate countries, EFTA
countries and Eastern Partnership countries. Chairman Vigenin asked that the next
Presidencies consider and address this matter.

Session 1: State of Play of the Austrian Presidency of the Council the EU
The State Secretary of the Federal Ministry of the Interior of Austria, Ms Karoline Edtstadler,
presented the Austrian Presidency priorities. In her presentation, the State Secretary explained
how the Presidency was working to reach an agreement on the UK's withdrawal from the EU in
order to prevent a 'hard Brexit', and that while Brexit was taking up a lot of the Presidency time,
the Presidency was continuing its work on other priorities.
The other priorities of the Presidency included the work on security and the fight against illegal
migration. This had involved considering the apparent necessity for common standards at the
EU's external borders, strengthening cooperation with Egypt and other Arab countries,
continuing to consider the legislation on cyber security and working with the countries of the
Western Balkans. Finally, the State Secretary stressed the importance of strengthening the
principle of subsidiarity, an issue that the Presidency continued to prioritise.
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Session 2: Brexit - current state
The Chair of the European Parliament's Constitutional Affairs Committee (AFCO), Ms Danuta
Hubner made the first presentation, and repeated her regret that the UK would be leaving the
European Union, but that she respected the process. She explained to the Conference her view
that the negotiation process, which had involved all of the main EU institutions, would culminate
in an agreement, that the whole process had been unprecedented, and that the EU needed to
remain unified in its approach. She welcomed the recently published draft withdrawal agreement
which covered what she considered to be the key elements: citizens' rights, financial settlement,
governance and a proposed solution for the border between Ireland and Northern Ireland. Ms
Hubner expressed the hope that the draft withdrawal agreement would minimise disruption and
highlighted the importance of adequate implementation of its provisions. Ms Hubner reiterated
the common commitment in the European Parliament to protecting the Good Friday Agreement.
Finally, she explained that she expected a 'meaningful' vote to take place in the British House of
Commons in advance of the Christmas recess period and described the process she expected
to be followed by the European Parliament.
The Chair of the House of Commons European Scrutiny Committee, Sir William Cash, detailed
his own impressions of the draft Withdrawal Agreement and its consideration by the British
Houses of Parliament; namely that he personally did not believe that it would pass the House of
Commons. Speaking in a personal capacity, he also explained that he did not support the
agreement, did not support an extension period, and did not support holding a second
referendum. Sir Cash also was clear that he believed that there should be, and he hoped for,
good relations between the UK and the EU.
The Chair of the House of Lords EU Select Committee on EU Affairs, Lord Timothy Boswell of
Aynho, emphasized the conflicting views that were still held on the UK's relationship with the
EU. He perceived difficulty in finding a way forward for politicians and others, trying to agree
solutions. He reminded the Conference that a 'no deal' exit would be the worst possible
outcome for all, and he recommended that it was essential to keep talking.
In the lengthy discussion that followed, a number of points were made by the various
parliaments around the process of the negotiations. The unity of position of the EU27 Member
States, issues surrounding citizens' rights, the protection of the four freedoms of the Single
Market and the need to avoid a hard border on the Island of Ireland were also discussed.
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In his intervention, Deputy Durkan warned the participants of the danger for the EU if the unity
during the negotiations was not maintained, emphasizing that unity was the EU's strength.
Senator Craughwell drew the Conference's attention to the situation in Northern Ireland, where
the majority had voted to remain within the EU.

Session 3: Climate policy and Energy Union
The Vice-President of the European Commission, with responsibility for Energy Union, Maros
Sefcovic, began his presentation by detailing the European Union's strategy and deliverables
over the last four years with regards to energy and climate policy. He suggested that the volume
of actions taken in the fields of increased energy security, creation of a true internal energy
market and sustainable technologies meant that the Energy Union was fast on its way to
become a reality. He also emphasized that work needed to continue on the development and
manufacture of electronic car technologies and green batteries.
Responding to the first presentation, Monika Langthaler, the Director of the R20 World Summit
for the non-profit organisation R20 Regions of Climate Action, described the global risks linked
to climate change and contrasted that with the fact that, the levels of access to electricity in the
developing world are increasing dramatically. She explained that while being beneficial, this
development has an impact and results in ever-growing energy demands. She argued that
some of that increased demand should be focused on renewable energy. She outlined actions
to be taken to urgently address climate change, including improving communication with
citizens.
In the discussion that followed, the visibility of climate change, the economic impact of recent
extreme climate phenomena, the need for Europe to lead efforts to address climate change
alongside working with other global regions, what those possible solutions could be, were all
discussed.
In their interventions, both Deputy Durkan and Senator Craughwell stressed the importance
of communication with citizens, which could focus on actions open to them as individuals and
Deputy Durkan supported a switch to increased use of wind energy.
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Meeting of COSAC Chairpersons
The COSAC Chairpersons considered and debated the draft Conclusions and Contributions,
voting on amendments tabled. The final text of the draft Conclusions and Contributions to be
presented to the full Conference the following day was agreed.
An Official Dinner was hosted by the President of the Austrian National Council, Wolfgang
Sobotka at the Kursalon Wien.

Tuesday 20 November 2018
Session 4: A transparent European Union Closer to its citizens in light of the upcoming
elections to the European Parliament
The Austrian Federal Minister of Constitutional Affairs, Reforms, Deregulation and Justice, Mr
Josef Moser, presented the Austrian Presidency priorities in this area, notably strengthening
the rule of law, improving the internal market and bringing greater security to the
'neighbourhood'; specifically though increased cooperation with the countries of the Western
Balkans.
The Minister discussed his own views on the importance of Article 2 of the Treaty on European
Union and the respect for the rule of law as well as concerns on overregulation. Minister Moser
explained that he felt that citizens' concerns in this area could be addressed by bringing the
citizen closer to political decisions. He felt this could be partly addressed by increased
deregulation and considering improvements to the application of subsidiarity.
The First Vice-President of the European Parliament, Ms Mairead McGuinness MEP echoed
the Minister's view on the importance of trust and transparency, although she noted that this
was often a challenge for all politicians and not just European level politicians. Adding to the
suggestions already made, the First Vice-President suggested that citizens also needed to see
concrete results emerge. In her opinion, different policy areas required different levels of action.
One of the challenges that she noted, for European level policy-making when compared to
national level, was that national level policy challenges often focused on 'here and now issues',
whereas European level challenges were often longer-term issues where the immediate impact
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was not as visible. Concluding her remarks, the First Vice-President discussed the upcoming
European Parliament elections.
In the discussion that followed the Dutch Parliamentary transparency initiative, the role of
national parliaments in the exercise of subsidiarity, levels of coordination between national
parliaments, levels of trust in politicians, the role of European regions in policy-making, policy
areas that needed to be addressed to improve citizens' trust, the infringements procedures
being considered against both Poland and Hungary with regards to the application of the rule of
law were all mentioned.
In this debate, Senator Craughwell highlighted the need to complete the single market for
medicines and drugs and that price differentials for the same products needed to be addressed.
Deputy Durkan suggested that national parliamentarians needed to take ownership of the
European project as well as recognise that globalisation was not necessarily the enemy of small
countries.
Adoption of the Contribution and Conclusions of the LX COSAC
The texts of both the Contribution and Conclusions of the LX COSAC Plenary Meeting were
unanimously adopted, without amendment.
The Chair of the European Affairs Committee of the Romanian Senate, Ms Gabriela Cretu
presented plans for the next meeting of the COSAC Plenary in Romania in June 2019. Mr
Lopatka thanked all of the participants and closed the conference.

Michael Healy-Rae TD
Chairman
24 September 2019
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Annex I - Conclusions of the LX COSAC
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1. JOtll Bi.annual Report of COSAC
1. 1. COSAC we!cornes the 30"' Bi-a

ual Report of COSAC prepared by the COSAC

Secretariat and warmly thanks the Secretariat for · s excellent wax. The Report provides useful
· formation on the opinions held by nationa Parliaments on their role in ensuring transparency

and bringing the EU closer to its citizens, also in light of the European elections in 201 9. It
fur1her explores Parliaments' opinions on the Mure of climate po ·cy and the project of the
Energy Union as w as on the sta e o play of Brexit and its implications for the future of the
EU.

1.2. COSAC invites

Parliaments to make the outcome of COSAC -.vork more visible, by

e couraging t em lo share and l4)pOft best practices ell1)Msized in the Report within the·r

Parliament and among the wider public.

2. lntegrnt ion of the COSAC web-page into the IPEX pl tform

2.1. COSAC welcomes the Condusions of the UX COSAC 111 Sofia and the decision to transfer
the information from the COSAC website to IPEX.
2.2. COSAC takes positive nole of the progress achieved so far by the COSAC Secretariat in
u

ading the available COSAC documents on IPEX. COSAC cal s o the Secretanat to

finar se the process as soon as poSS1ble and to swmit a schedule of the transfer opera ·ons at
the next mee ·ng of he COS C Chairpersons, in order to e~
fu ly

e that the COSAC website is

tegrated into IPEX by the COSAC Plenary in Bucharest

2.3. COSAC invites the mcomi~ Romanian PresidE!f1cy to mon or closely the transfer of
information and to ensure the completion of the process by the LXI COSAC plenary mee ·ng.
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Annex II - Contribution of the LX COSAC
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1. SECURITY AND TH E FIGHT AGAINST ILLEGAL MIGRATION
1. ·1. COSAC recalls the need for a comprehensive and unified EU approach to migration, wtuch
en ures coherence t>etwee internal and external policies. encompasses al migration routes
and is based on the principles and values on which the EU is buil Thus, it is necessary to
focus on a legal, safe and orderly migration policy, with due respect for asylum nghts and the
non-refoule ent pnnctple. A long -term and effect, e response to the human, socra and
political challenges of irregular migration and forced displacement demands enhanced
cooperation with the countnes of ongin and ransit and third countries ho s ing refugees,
beneficiaries of international pro ection or asylum seekers as part of a broader partnership in
order to tackle the root causes of these phe omena. and break t e busi ess model of
s

glers and traffickers. CO SAC also stresses the need for a reformed common European

Asylum System, ncluding a fully-fledged EU Asylu

Agency, that is based on a fair balance

between responsrb•rty and sohdarity and encourages the implementation of paragraphs 5 and
6 of 28 June 2018 European Counctl conctusrons.
1.2. COSAC considers that greater efforts must be made to protect the EU's external borders,
with the goal of preventing irregular entry

to the EU, tackling human trafficking and smuggling

and prevent1119 loss of life a sea. COSAC recogn es the mportance of Schengen and its
reform, Including advancement of the Schengen enlargement process provided that a cr ena
are

et, in protection of the EU's external borders. It also u

significantly step up the effect e return of irregular migrants in line
of international and EU la . In Ii e with the October European Co
holds that existing readmission agreements sh
discrim inatory way towards al E

Id be ful

ertines the nece

rty t

h fundamental pnncrptes
ell C

clusions, COS C

implemented. ·n a no -

Member States. and new formal readmis on agreements
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concluded. while creating and applying the necessary leverage by using an relevant EU
policies, instruments and tools. Add' ional efforts are needed to fu y implement the EU-Turkey
Sta ement vis-a-vis a E

member states.

1.3 CO SAC

e Commission 's proposals on the

elcomes

etum Directive. the Asylum

gency and the European Border and Coast Guard Agency' , ensuring he most effteient use
of resources and developing common minimum stand ards of extern al border surveiUance . with
due resped for the re spons·bility and the compe ences of the

e ber Sta es and enSl.l'·

an

effective parlia entary control. At the same lime COSAC invites au concerned parties to take
f rward the discussions with a view to reaching an agreement on the reform of the Dublin
Reglllation that will ensure a airer approach wi

ore effective burden-sharing . COSAC

underlines the need to fi d a speedy solution for the Common European Asylooi System and
invites the Council to co tinue work with a view to conclUding as soon as pnssi e.
1.4. CO SAC recalls that the EU heads of state or government gathered at an i formal meeting
in Sal.Zbw-g on 19-20 September 20 18 to discuss important ma ers of internal security, took
stock of progress achieved, and agreed, inter alia, to step up

e fight agains all forms of

cyber-cri me, manipulation and disinformation. In this regard, COSAC calls for measu res to
combat cyber and cyber-enabled illegal and malicious ac · · ies a d build strong cybe rsecurity
wit respect for fu

a en al rights particularly concern· 9 the protection of privacy. Work on

a recent Commission proposals should be conclUded before the end of

e legislative cycle.

1.5. COSAC stresses the importance of measures aimed at streng enilg t e capacity to
preven and respond effectively to radicalisation and terrorism. II supports recent steps to
improve the interoperability of · formation systems and databases as wel as to strengthen the
Union's crisis management capacity and the coherence and effectiveness of the EU and
natiOOal crisis re sponse mechanisms.

2. SEC URING PR SPERITY AND COMPETITIVEN ESS THROUGH DIGITALISATION
2.1. COSAC emphasises that. in order to sustainably secure
compe · ·veness. · s regulatory framework

s the EU's prosperity and

sh ulcl develop in accordance

·th

fast

technological advancements. It is essential hal the EU consistently avoid overreg ulation and
make progress ·n he fields of innovation and digitalisa on .
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2.2. COSAC invites the co-legislators to take wor1< swiftly foiward on the proposals on digital
taxation and on the latest data package, published by the Commission in April 2018, as well
as to deliver on the remaining legislative proposals concerning the Digital Single Markel,
including thee-privacy proposal, which is the last instrument necessary to achieve the update
of the EU data protection legal framework before the end of the current legislative cycle. In line
with the position of the European Council, COSAC welcomes the ongoing worl< of the
European Institutions and Member States on a coordinated plan on artificial intelligence.
2.3. COSAC welcomes that the Commission's proposal for Horizon Europe continues wellestablished funding instruments but will also provide new impetus. be it With respect to the
European Innovation Council or developments towards a stronger mission orientation of
research and innovation. COSAC supports the development of key capacities of the Digital
Europe Programme such as high-perfonnance computing, artificial intelligence, cybersecurity
and advanced digital skills as well as ensuring their wide use and accessibility across the
economy and society by businesses and the public sector alike. Moreover, respect of
fundamental rights, and particular the rights of private life and the protection of personal data
shall be ensured and duly embedded in the development of these initiatives.
2.4. COSAC is concerned that the persistent digital gender gap throughout the EU Is
jeopardising progress in this area. Women are under-represented at all levels in the digital
sector in Europe. Although this sector is rapidly growing, creating hundreds of thousands of
new jobs every year, the share of women in this sector is decreasing. To counteract this
development, COSAC supports Commission initiatives aimed at combating stereotypes,
investing and enhancing digital competences, and facilitating women's participation in digital
entrepreneurship and innovation.

3. WESTERN BALKANS/ SOUTH EASTERN EUROPE AND EU NEIGHBOURHOOD
3.1. Together with the Austrian Presidency of the Council of the EU, COSAC reconfirms its
support and strengthened engagement for developing a concrete EU perspective with
measurable results for the Western Balkan / South Eastern European partners according to
their individual performance and based on shared values and principles, such as democracy,
rule of law, good governance, freedom of expression and independence of the media, respect
for human rights, reconciliation and good neighbourly relations, along with the fight against
corruption and organised crime.
3.2. COSAC welcomes the Joint Declaration on Regional Cooperation and Good Neighbourly
Relations, the Joint Declaration on Missing Persons and the Joint Dedaration on War Crimes

318
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signed at

e W es em Balkans Summit in London on 10 July 20 8 in the frarneworx f the

Ber1in Process, and the SOfia Priority Age da adopted at the EU-Western Balkans summit, in

SOfia. on 17 May 2018 COSAC supports the Austrian Pres·dency of the Council of he EU in
advancing the agenda .
3.3 . COSAC stresses the need to provide appropriate funds for the potential new Member
states of the EU · the next Multiannual Financial Framework.
3.4 . Wh e acknowledg· g the progress made by the Vestem Balkan I Sou h Eastern E ropean
partners, COSAC reiterates that more efforts are needed to accelerate domestic reform
processes. i eluding strengthening democratic · stitutions and public administration reform.
and ach ieve irreversible and sustai able results. COSAC under1· es that continued steady
efforts are also needed to tackle outstanding bilateral disputes n the region, including border
di pules. increasing in this way stabm

an d prosperity in the reg·on. COSAC welcomes

positive developrnen s ·n the reg·on, especially the histori c agreement between the former
Yugosla v Republic of Macedonia and Greece in the long-standing name dispute.
3.5. COSAC calls on th e W estern Balkan I South Ea s em European partn ers to strengthen
their resi ience to destabilising foreign interferences and d"sinformation ancl to lock in their
strategic choices by fully aligning with the E

Common Foreign and Se curity Policy.

3.6 . To underline the importance of all neighbouring countries COSAC recognises he
importance of the Eastern Pa nership and emphasizes

e fact Iha the success of the Eastern

Part nership could only be achieved by joi I efforts of all EU institutions, EU Member states and
the Eastern Partn er states themselves. COSAC reiterates the need to uphold the sanctions
agai st Russia until the Minsk agreements are fully implemented.
3.7. PESCO as an integral part of the Common Security and Defence Policy aims at
oonlribu ing to sta ·1ity an d security in the geogra
COSAC values

cal context of the European UniDn.

is cooperation as an instrument to s rengthen the European defence.

4. BREXIT- CURRENT STATE
4. · . CO SAC acknowledges that the EU27 leaders reaffirm ed at the European Co uncu (Art. 50)
meeting on 17 October 20 18 their full confidence in Michel Barnier as the Union Chief
Negotiator and their determination to stay united. COSAC stresses that the integrity of the
internal

arKet and the jurisdicl' n of the Court of Justice of the European Union on internal

market principles has to be preserved.

4/ 8
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4.2. COSAC stresses that the Good Friday Agreement must be protected unconditionally by
any negotiation result to provide citizens with a sustainable solution. COSAC emphasizes the
need for solidarity towards Ireland.
4.3. COSAC welcomes the draft Withdrawal Agreement and encourages the Union Chief
Negotiator to continue his efforts to reach an agreement on the Political Declaration on the
future relationship.
4.4. COSAC stresses the importance of cooperation at interparliamentary level with the United
Kingdom after Brexit, and will examine the possible modalities for its

ovm

continued

cooperation with the UK once the Withdrawal Agreement is concluded and the framework

tor

future UK EU relations is known.

5. CLIMATE POLICY AND ENERGY UNION

5.1. CO SAC reaffiITTls the commitment of the European Union and its Member States to swiftly
and fully implement the Paris Agreement and to continue to lead in the fight against climate
change, including through the adoption of pending legislative proposals at EU level. The
Agreement remains a cornerstone of global efforts to effectively tackle climate change on a
global level. In the light of the recent report from the IPCC. COSAC underlines the need of
limiting the global average temperature increase to wen below 2°c above pre-industrial levels,
and pursuing efforts to limit It to 1.5°C.
5.2. COSAC welcomes the project of the Energy Union and all efforts aiming at a more secure
and sustainable energy policy. COSAC supports the comprehensive approach putting the
European Union at the forefront of the fight against climate change and increasing the
production of renewable energy. With a view to COP24 that will be held in Poland from 3 until
14 December 2018, COSAC hopes for the adoption of ambitious and comprehensive
implementing rules of the Parts Agreement.
5.3. COSAC consielers that the project of the Energy Union can make a substantial contribution
to achieve the Paris Agreement's goals. In particular, COSAC underlines that the promotion of
renewable energies contributes to reacI1Ing the goals set out in the Paris agreement. At the
same time the use of renewable energy diminishes the European Union's dependency on
energy imports.
5.4. COSAC endorses measures that lead to a swift and comprehensive adoption of the Clean
Energy Package, especially all steps taken to create an internal market for electricity and to
improve the risk-preparedness of the European Union. Furthermore, COSAC welcomes the
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crea ion of a system for the governance of

e Energy

nion which integrates climate and

energy planning in o a s·ngle framewor1< as this woukl create a coopera · n mechanism to
oversee the implementation of the 2030 EU crmate and energy policy objectives .
5.5. COSAC notes that a number of Member States rely on a s·ngle energy supp ier
cha enging the European Union - the world's biggest importer of energy . COSAC supports all
efforts to maximise the European Union"s use of indigenous sources of energy in full
compliance with the climate targets and to secure energy supply and promo es the
diversifica ion of energy sources. COSAC points out that measures taken to pr eel the
enviro ment an d increase the produc ·on of renewable energy are also contributing to the
European

nion's competitive ess. In

is context, COSAC highlig ts the importance of

research and development. Furthermore, COSAC supports the promotion of new energy
tee nologies and innovative solutions.
5.6. Energy must remain affordable for citizens and businesses. While advocating plans
leading to the protection of the climate and the environment COSAC underlines that a
sustainable Mure for industry and business and fair competition must be ensured. Affordability
of energ and the competitiveness of European industry need to be kept in mind. The specific
needs of energy-intensive ·ooustries m st be taken into account.
5.7. COSAC re· erates that the fight against cli a e change must remain one of the key
endeavours in the E ropean Union's environmental policy. At the same time, other causes of
po

ion of the environment must not be neglected. In this context, COSAC notes that plastics

and especially mlcroplastics contribute considerably to pollution, in particular of inland waters

and oceans. COSAC attaches importance to stepping up activities against plastic pollution and
to stopp g the use of microplaslics in various product groups. COSAC endorses measures
a· ed at reducing plastic waste, especially single-use plastics.
5.8. COSAC welcomes the activities of

e European Union's LIFE programme which supports

climate ac ion and environmental and na ure conservation projects throughout the E . COSAC
underlines the importance of such projects.

6. A TRAN SPAR ENT EUROPEAN UNION CLOSER TO ITS CITIZENS IN LIGHT OF THE
UPCOMING ELECTIONS TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

6.1. COSAC underlines the key role of the principle of subsidiarity in brin ging the European
Unio closer to its citizens. Decisions shall be taken as openly and as closely to the citizens
as possible.

6/
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6.2. COSAC welcomes the Report of the Task Force on Subsidiarity, Proportionality and
"Doing Less More Efficiently" and tile recent Communication from the European Commission
"The principles of subsidiarity and proportionality: Strengthening their role in the EU's
policymaking" and the included recommendations to make subsidiarity more active and visible.
6.3. COSAC emphasises that the due involvement of national Parliaments in policymaking and
legislatiVe processes at European level is of major importance for ensuring a high degree of
transparency, efficiency and public acceptance. COSAC encourages the EU's institutions and
national and regional Partiaments, regional and local authorities, and civil society to work
together in order to improve the exchange of ideas between Parliaments, authorities and
citizens across the European Union.
6.4. COSAC welcomes the European Commission's proposals to enhance the communication
with regional and local authorities and to take into account their specificities in general
consultations. COSAC invites regional and local authorities to intensify their interaction with
the European Commission.
6.5. COSAC considers the Report of the Task Force on Subsidiarity, Proportionality and "Doing
Less More Efficiently'' and the Communication from the European Commission "The principles
of subsidiarity and proportionality: Strengthening their role in the EU's policymaking" a good
basis for further discussions. Having in mind the view expressed by CO SAC in the Conclusions
of the LVIII COSAC regarding the procedure for setting up the Task Force, COSAC stresses
the importance that the national Parliaments and the European Parliament are invited to
actively take part in these discussions. These discussions should cover, inter alia, the
extension of the eight week deadline for the submission of reasoned opinions within the
framework of the subsidiarity control mechanism by excluding recess periods from the counting
and exploring the introduction of a w,elve week deadline, as well as the question of providing
national Parliaments with the additional opportunity to express their views about proportionality
and the legal basis of a proposed legislation in reasoned opinions, taking into account that
certain modifications can be achieved without Treaty changes. COSAC reiterates that it
appreciates the so called ·green card" mechanism as an extension of tile political dialogue
between the European Commission and the national Parliaments.
6.6. COSAC welcomes the efforts of the EU institutions towards more transparency. In this
context, COSAC acknowledges the Council's pending efforts to review its legislative
transparency standards, and welcomes tile calls for greater transparency from the European
Ombudsman and national Parliaments. COSAC will carefully follow the Council discussions,
invites the Council to report on any progress on these reflections in due time and reiterates the
conclusions as stated in paragraph 2.8. of the Contribution of the LVIII Plenary COSAC
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Estonia) and in paragraph 2 .6./2.7. of th e Contributio n of the LIX Plena

COSAC (Bulgaria).

w· h regard to the European Commission's proposal for a mandato,y transparency register,
COSAC calls on all stakeholders to address the issue in a constructive way.

6.7. COSAC stresses that the representation of the European Union's citizens in the European
Parl iament is based on free and fair elections. Poli ·cal parties at European level serve as a
d ect ·nk between citizens and the political system, contribu ·ng to transparency and a better
understanding of the European Union's decision-making processes.
6.8. In view of the upcoming European elections on 23- 26 May 2019. COSAC appreciates the
EU Institutions' efforts to reinforce Clemocra ·c resilience in Europe. Securing transparency in
onr e political advertising , fighting Clisinf rmation campaigns. improving the rules on European
political party funding and boosting cybersecurity are important measures to effectively counter
new types of threats to free and fair elections.

6.9 . COSAC encourages all European citizens to actively participate in the upcom
European elecrons. Furthermore, COSAC reca s hat every citizen of the European Union has
the right to directly participate in the Union's democratic life, among others, hrough the
European Cir ens· Initiative.
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